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Student Admission Policies and Procedures
Health Sciences High School and Middle College (HSHMC) will attempt to accommodate all students
who apply for admission. To qualify for admission all three of the following application
procedures must be completed

1. A parent or guardianmust complete and return a simple, non-discriminatory application by a
published deadline.

2. The student and a parent or guardianmust sign a statement that they are familiar with and
agree to abide by all policies and procedures set forth in the Student and Family Handbook.
The handbook is available on line and will be available at the school to all families picking up
application materials.

3. A student seeking admission to any HSHMC grademust be successfully promoted from the
prior grade.

If more students apply and qualify than can be admitted to a grade level, priority for admissions will
be assigned in the following order:

1. Returning or existing students of the site in good standing.
2. Children of employees or advisory board members of Health Sciences High and Middle

College and our founding members/partners (e.g. Sharp HealthCare). Board member and/or
employee admission offered via this provision shall not exceed 10% of school enrollment.

3. Siblings of students currently attending HTH sites provided that zip code areas, as described
below, are not overrepresented.

4. All other students permitted by law.

Finally, the mission of HSHMC is to encourage enrollment from all areas of the greater regions
wherein we operate. As such, a default attendance area will be aggregated into several contiguous
zip code areas or "clusters." Using census data, enrollment slots within each grade will be allocated
to each zip code cluster such that the cluster will have a level of representation within the grade that
equals the percentage of school-aged students in the area who reside within the zip code cluster.
For each student from a particular zip code cluster who has been admitted from returning students
or sibling preferences, one slot will be eliminated from the allocation assigned to that zip code
cluster. 85% of available slots will be allocated as described above to the identified zip code
clusters. The remaining 15% of slots will be left available to all other zip codes in the state.

If HSHMC receives more applications than there are spaces available in a grade, a single
computerized lottery will be held to determine who is offered admission. As names are drawn,
applicants will be placed into available openings as described above. Once the initial openings have



been filled, the lottery will be temporarily terminated, and chosen applicants will be informed of
their option to enroll in the school.

Applicants who have not been chosen will have their names maintained within the applicant pool.
When names are drawn, HSHMC will notify the applicants that they have the option of enrolling in
the school. Notifications will give applicants at least three full business days to inform the school of
the applicant's intentions. In the absence of an affirmative and timely response by phone, letter or
email, HSHMC will eliminate the applicant from consideration and draw another name from the
lottery. Applicant pools expire annually on October 1, or as otherwise determined by the Board of
Directors of HSHMC.


